Problem Kids? Problem-Solver.

Working with difficult kids doesn't have to be so difficult

Bring the Problem-Kid Problem-Solver to your conference

"I had to beg to come. It was worth it. An eye-opening experience."
—Linda Sue Franks, Lake Correctional Inst., Clermont, FL

"Instructor stuffed full of practical, immediately useable ideas."
—Arthur Fox, Whitworth Elementary, Dallas, OR

"Got straight to the point and re-inspired me to keep doing what I do."
—Sheilah Stone, Children's Village, Coeur d'Alene, ID

"I was not paid to come. It was well worth my two days pay."
—Linda Scrofano, Learning Disabilities Prog., Princeton, OH

"A wealth of information and strategies for a variety of settings."
—Christine McDermott, Waterloo Schools, IA

"The first workshop that I have been to that I can totally apply."
—Denise Muire, Mental Health Resource Ctr, Jacksonville, FL

"Schools and youth professionals need this desperately."
—Freddie Dorsey, YMCA, Indianapolis, IN

Workshops with Immediate Answers

Problem Kids? We have your solutions. Your participants name the problems; we deliver immediate answers. We’ve amassed the newest and best interventions that exist to turnaround violence, school failure, poor motivation, depression, dropping out, ADD, delinquency, misbehavior, and more. Your participants will leave with hundreds of practical, problem-stopping answers they can use right away.

Keynotes that Inspire and Motivate

"Spellbinding." "Unforgettable." These are the words participants use to describe our keynote. And, they walk out the door inspired, hopeful and recommitted to the troubled youth and children they serve.

YOUTHchange

Workshops & Resources to Turnaround Troubled Youth
1-800-545-5736 • www.youthchgc.com
Problem Kids? We've Got Answers.

The Best Answers for Kids. The Best Answers for Your Conference

Working with difficult youth and children doesn't have to be so difficult. Our problem-stopping workshops deliver updated, innovative, new tools to prevent or stop apathy, violence, poor motivation, school failure, truancy, conflict, bad behavior, and more. Our workshops are packed with surprisingly effective, state-of-the-art solutions, presented in an attention-grabbing style. $40 college credit and free CEUs can be arranged. Your participants will leave your conference with hundreds of innovative, ready-to-use answers— and they will leave inspired.

Presented by veteran trainer/author Ruth Herman Wells, M.S., our resources have been featured in Child Welfare Report, on Mind Extension University TV and in The Corrections Compendium. Our presentations are so good that we want you to see them for yourself— FREE. Call to arrange to send a guest to a presentation near you. We can also send you free sample interventions, and an information packet that describes our popular workshops and emotional, compelling keynote. See why teachers, counselors, justice workers, foster parents, job trainers, psychologists, and youth professionals across North America so often make our presentations Standing Room Only.

Make your NEXT conference your BEST conference. 1-800-545-5736 • www.youthchg.com

Bring the Problem-Kid Problem-Solver to your conference